As we prepare to reopen here at Stars, we have prepared a guide for parents and students to help keep classes running smoothly. We have a variety of changes relating to drop off/pick up, parking, class entry and departure. Please take time to familiarize yourself and your child with these changes as it will greatly help us to keep classes starting and finishing on time, and to help make the transition into this Phase 2 of reopening run smoothly. Our staff will be there to help guide you.

Thank you, Stars Gymnastics Staff

### Drop Off
- **ONE WAY TRAFFIC** - ENTRANCE is the north driveway, EXIT is the south driveway
- **CURBSIDE STUDENT DROP OFF** - Our staff will guide student entry to building
- Students must be **GYMNASTICS READY** with only shoes/water bottle if needed. Any non-essential clothing/items must be left in parents car

### Parking
- **AFTER DROP OFF**, parents may loop around and park
- **VERY LIMITED VIEWING** - Parent viewing will be extremely limited, feel free to enjoy a nice walk along the trail while waiting for class to be dismissed

### Student Entry
- Instructors will limit entry to one at a time, all students will receive hand sanitizer upon entering the building
- Students will be directed into the gym where they will deposit their shoes and continue to their class

### Class Structure
- Students will be directed to clearly marked stations to begin their warm up
- Class sizes will be reduced and stations spaced 6’ or greater with hand sanitizing between rotations
- NO drinking fountain. Bathroom use limited to one at a time. Please have your student hydrate and use the bathroom before leaving home.

### Student Exit/Departure
- Classes will be dismissed one at a time
- Students will pick up their shoes and continue to garage door for exit
- Instructors will release students only when a parent arrives in the PICK UP line
- Any water bottles or other articles left in the gym will be disposed of nightly

### Pick Up
- **ONE WAY TRAFFIC** - ENTRANCE is the north driveway, EXIT is the south driveway
- **CURBSIDE STUDENT PICK UP** - Instructors will release students only when a parent arrives in the PICK UP line
- **PLEASE BE ON TIME FOR STUDENT PICK UP**